This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized

**CAT**

**J09**

A1990402 DOMESTIC SH BRN TABBY / WHITE N 3Y

DUE OUT DATE: 05/29/19  
INTAKE DATE: 05/29/2019  
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:  
Euthanasia Reason:

**L11**

A1991071 - KYLO - DOMESTIC SH WHITE / GRAY M 3Y

DUE OUT DATE: 06/11/19  
INTAKE DATE: 06/04/2019  
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:  
Euthanasia Reason:

**J17**

A1993077 - TIGGER - DOMESTIC SH CALICO S 3Y

DUE OUT DATE: 06/11/19  
INTAKE DATE: 06/11/2019  
REASON: EUTH V-MODERATE

Animal Markings:  
Euthanasia Reason:
Pre-Euth Report
For 6/20/2019

This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized

K27

A1993671 DOMESTIC SH TORTIE F 1Y

DUE OUT DATE: 06/15/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/15/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ NM

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

K27

A1993672 DOMESTIC SH ORG TABBY M 1W

DUE OUT DATE: 06/15/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/15/2019
REASON: EUTH UNDRAGE/WT

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

K21

A1993699 DOMESTIC SH BRN TABBY F 1Y

DUE OUT DATE: 06/16/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/15/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:
This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized:

**A1993700 DOMESTIC SH BRN TABBY / ORANGE F 1W**

- **DUE OUT DATE:** 06/16/19
- **INTAKE DATE:** 06/16/2019
- **REASON:** EUTH UNDRAE/WT

**A1993701 DOMESTIC SH TORTIE / GRAY F 1W**

- **DUE OUT DATE:** 06/16/19
- **INTAKE DATE:** 06/16/2019
- **REASON:** EUTH UNDRAE/WT

**A1869469 - KANE - AMERICAN STAFF MIX BLACK / WHITE N 3Y**

- **DUE OUT DATE:** 06/18/19
- **INTAKE DATE:** 06/18/2019
- **REASON:** EUTH BITE HIST

**Do Not Proceed!!!**

Due out date is in the future
Pre-Euth Report
For 6/20/2019
This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized

C29
A1963814 - ANNIE - GERM SHEPHERD / AM PIT BULL TER GOLD / FAWN S 3Y
DUE OUT DATE: 03/25/19
INTAKE DATE: 03/16/2019
REASON: EUTH CDU
900139000527445

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

C03
A1971997 - RICO - AMERICAN STAFF TAN / WHITE N 2Y
DUE OUT DATE: 03/17/19
INTAKE DATE: 03/08/2019
REASON: EUTH CDU
991001911063217

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

D40
A1981147 - SAMPSON - AM PIT BULL TER MIX BROWN / TAN N 2Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/19/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/11/2019
REASON: EUTH BITE HIST

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:
Pre-Euth Report
For 6/20/2019
This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized

A1982117 - DAISY - CHIHUAHUA SH / CAIRN TERRIER TAN S 8Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/15/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/15/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings: 
Euthanasia Reason:

A1983414 - KATE - AM PIT BULL TER MIX WHITE / BLACK S 1Y 7M
DUE OUT DATE: 05/05/19
INTAKE DATE: 05/03/2019
REASON: EUTH V-MULTI

Animal Markings: WHITE BASE, BLACK SPOTS
Euthanasia Reason:

A1986770 BOXER MIX BR BRINDLE M 3Y
DUE OUT DATE: 05/16/19
INTAKE DATE: 05/13/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings: 
Euthanasia Reason:
Pre-Euth Report
For 6/20/2019

This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized

D29
A1987977 - TROY - CANE CORSO BLACK / WHITE N 5Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/18/19
INTAKE DATE: 05/16/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

D35
A1988273 - CARAMELLO - JACK RUSS TERR / BEAGLE TRICOLOR / BLACK M 7Y
DUE OUT DATE: 05/25/19
INTAKE DATE: 05/18/2019
REASON: EUTH BITE HIST

Animal Markings: BEAGLE/ JRT MIX
Euthanasia Reason:
06/17/19 11:52 Due to severe bites to a child, this dog is unavailable for adoption or rescue. OK to dispo on 6/18.

D50
A1990953 AUST CATTLE DOG MIX BROWN / BLACK F 5Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/12/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/03/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:
06/20/19 15:05 Due to dog roaming at large and attacking another dog, behaviors displayed at the shelter and lack of interest/commitment by rescues, ok to dispo on 6/21 once cleared by rescue pets.
Pre-Euth Report
For 6/20/2019
This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized.

**D32**
A1991096 - DIXIE - AMERICAN STAFF BLACK / WHITE F 3Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/13/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/04/2019
REASON: EUTH BITE HIST

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:
06/20/19 15:10 Owner surrendered dog due to severe bite to a child. Owner was given a notice of Dangerous Dog Propensities. Ok to dispo on 6/21 once cleared by rescue pets.

**C12**
A1992258 AMERICAN STAFF BROWN M 3Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/11/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/08/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

**A02**
A1992299 - BEEFY - AMERICAN STAFF MIX BLACK / WHITE N 6Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/12/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/09/2019
REASON: EUTH V-MULTI

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:
Pre-Euth Report
For 6/20/2019
This report shows a listing of animals scheduled to be humanely euthanized

A1993238 - TILIN - WELSH CORGI CAR / CHIHUAHUA SH WHITE / BLACK N 7Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/12/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/12/2019
REASON: EUTH NO RESQ BH

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason:

A1993518 - DRAKO - AMERICAN STAFF TAN / WHITE M 1Y
DUE OUT DATE: 06/14/19
INTAKE DATE: 06/14/2019
REASON: EUTH V-MULTI

Animal Markings:
Euthanasia Reason: